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NEST-DIGGING AND EGG-LAYING HABITS OF
BELL'S TURTLE
(Chrysemys Marginata Belli Gray)

FRANK A. STROMSTEN
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positing her eggs she is not easily irightened so that it is possible
to get very close to the animal and to use a flash light within an
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The term "social science" appears to be taken seriously neither
Conditions in social research
by scientists nor by sociologists.
have justified that lack of confidence, but an increasing group
has set about the systematic collection of data on specific social
problems and is reaching results capable of objective verification.
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CHANCE IN DEVELOPMENT AS A CAUSE OF

VARIATION
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Variation is ordinarily considered as due to internal hereditary
factors during
interacting with external environmental
In experimental work with a parasitic wasp con
development.
siderable variation has been found in certain pure-bred stocks
conditions.
Either at
kept at certain constant environmental
other constant environmental conditions or in other pure-bred
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